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Can you provide the address for Center A & Center B?
The purpose of providing Center A and B is for example only and for potential vendors to
provide playground design ideas. Exact estimates, including shipping are not required.
What is the age range for each playground?
Age range will vary from center to center, however, it should be noted to expect age ranges
from birth to five years.
Do you have the dimensions for each playground?
As stated in question one, Center A and B are for example only. There is a potential for up to 75
total centers that will be assigned to a contracted vendor(s) once scope of work and provider
eligibility are determined.
What is your preferred surfacing?
ELCNWF requests a variety of surfacing ideas and potential square foot costs to be presented in
the proposal
Do we need to include removal of the existing equipment and surfacing on the quotes?
Yes, please include a strategy for removal of existing equipment and surfacing, if needed. Again,
this will be center specific
What are the dimensions for the fencing you are looking to do at each site?
See answer to question 3.
Are you looking to replace all fencing at both locations? Removal of the fencing to be included
in quote as well.
Fencing as well as prior removal will be center specific. Please include in proposal the ability or
strategy to provide fencing for each site assigned
Is it the intention that the proposer shall take care of all required city/county permits and
underground utility marking?
Yes, as stated on page 10 of the proposal, these services will be the responsibility of the
proposer.
My company only provides a handful of the requested items listed in the RFP. Does this
preclude my company from submitting a proposal?
No, proposers are encouraged to submit a proposal if they can provide one or more of the
requested items in the proposal. It should be noted however, that ELCNWF will choose a
proposer(s) that is most advantageous to the completion of the intended project.
The purpose of Center A and B is just to provide a very ROUGH estimate and design ideas for
those centers. These are just examples of our contracted provider playgrounds. We are not
requiring a hard estimates because we have not provided all of the details that the proposer
would need to complete the proposal. Also, as listed in the RFP, ELCNWF could potentially be
providing services to 75 centers so we are more than aware that pricing will be very center
specific, therefore, we will not be holding a chosen vendor to prices necessarily. More
focusing on the services that a vendor can provide as listed in the RFP. The successful awarded
contractor will be assigned work for each playground through work order.

